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You are on the last straight to start your FX Broker, the only thing you have left is the customer payment system. Seemingly obvious, every customer has a bank account, a credit card - if they want to invest on your platform, they can simply transfer their
funds there ... unfortunately, it's not that easy.

You've already walked almost the entire path to become a Forex
Broker:

The last part of our Guide
for Brokers explains how to
solve the problem of banking
regulations to be able to offer
your clients fast and convenient
payment methods.

1.

you have registered a company,

2.

you chose a trading platform (probably the White Label since
this is the most cost-effective option for startup brokers),

3.

you’ve also made the decision about your risk model you
would like to run (A-Book or B-Book)

4.

you have a website ready for your brokerage to go live!

You are on the last straight to start your FX Broker, the only thing
you have left is the customer payment system. Seemingly obvious,
every customer has a bank account, a credit card - if they want to
invest on your platform, they can simply transfer their funds there
... unfortunately, it's not that easy.
The last part of our Guide for Brokers explains how to solve the
problem of banking regulations to be able to offer your clients fast
and convenient payment methods.

NOTE
If you have registered your
company in a jurisdiction that
has forex regulations and thus
operate under a license, it is
highly unlikely you and your
clients will face any problems
with bank and credit card
transfers.

WHY ARE THERE ANY PROBLEMS
WITH PAYMENTS?
It all comes down to legal regulation and finance control. If you have
registered your company in a jurisdiction that has forex regulations
and thus operate under a license, it is highly unlikely you and your
clients will face any problems with bank and credit card transfers.
However, you must consider that in this case all transfers from
foreign customers will be charged a higher international transfer
fee.
Remember not every license is treated equally by all banks. As
you can read in the 1st part of our Guide for Brokers: Company
registration, licenses issued in countries such as Belize, BVI,
Seychelles are also often considered by banks to be offshore, even
though obtaining them requires meeting several requirements,
paying a licence fee and depositing shared capital of $ 50,000. And
even if you easily open a corporate bank account in one of the local
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banks, other banks where your clients have their accounts will
probably continue to block transfers. You will also have very limited
possibility to open bank accounts outside these jurisdictions.
The forex industry is by definition associated with huge financial
risk for investors, therefore, many countries have introduced
regulations to protect their citizens against fraudsters and to
prevent money laundering. That is why, for the sake of their
reputation and to protect themselves from involuntary involvement
in criminal activities, most banks and credit card providers do not
want to cooperate with companies registered in unregulated areas.
After all, trends in the forex industry remain unchanged. Still, 9 out
of 10 novice brokers decide to start their forex business offshore
and even well-established European brokers open offshore entities
to offer their clients better conditions.

WHAT ARE THE OPTIONS FOR
OFFSHORE BROKERS (OR THOSE
SEMI-REGULATED)?

NOTE
There are several banks, where
you might succeed in opening
a corporate account. Try those
local ones in Belize, Seychelles
or try your luck at one of the
European banks in Estonia or
Latvia.

Try your luck with a bank account
There are several banks, where you might succeed in opening a
corporate account. Try those local ones in Belize, Seychelles or
try your luck at one of the European banks in Estonia or Latvia.
Although this rather applies to ’semi-regulated brokers’ those
operating under the license that wasn’t issued by a recognized
financial regulator like UK’s FCA, Cyprus CYSEC or MFSA on Malta
but still offer some credibility. The least probable of all the options
but worth trying even for settlements with business partners such
as technology/platform providers or payment services providers.
The whole procedure can be done remotely, verification takes
about 1 month and the cost should not exceed 500 euros.

Use your previous business
Many novice brokers already have companies not related to the
forex industry (e.g. e-commerce, trainings). Since in both cases
many processes and tools such as CRM are the same - they can
use their previous business and marketing experience. If they
already have a corporate bank account they can try to use it for
both purposes - especially if they only use it for settlements with
business partners. This requires greater involvement from the
entrepreneur, but such diversification is an increasingly common
practice on the market. Once again, this option doesn’t guarantee
success.

SO WHAT METHOD WILL
GUARANTEE EFFECTIVE PAYMENTS?
Register a corporate e-wallet

First of all, register a company account on one of the popular/

NOTE
Many novice brokers already
have companies not related
to the forex industry. Many
processes and tools such as CRM
are the same - they can use their
previous business and marketing
experience.
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e-wallets. Look for a solution that is recognized in the country
region from which you want to target customers. These are
fully online providers and therefore offer fast transfers and
competitive fees independent from cross-border banking
fees. They operate on markets around the world, meet all KYC
standards, are completely safe and easy to use. They can be
topped up with a credit card, which is why many traders also use
them.

Integrate Credit Card PSPs
Another sure solution is the use of payment processor gateways,
which will allow customers to transfer funds to their Broker's
account using a credit card without having to register an e-wallet. It
is currently a very complicated and long process because offshore
brokers are blacklisted by MasterCard and VISA. It means that even
if you manage to get an agreement with a credit card acquirer, you
will risk losing it anytime if the bank finds out that you are related
with fx business. We don’t recommend our clients who don’t have
any license to start this process as it can be a very frustrating and
time consuming option.

Allow crypto payments

NOTE
Allowing Crypto payments as
one of the options is a must.
Traders expect that, and no
broker without crypto payments
can compete in the forex
market.

Allowing Crypto payments as one of the options is a must. Traders
expect that, and no broker without crypto payments can compete
in the forex market. From our professional experience adding
Crypto Payment Gateway in addition to other payment solutions
gives more flexibility to your clients hence can significantly increase
monthly deposits and reduce your costs (fewer fees). The most
important advantage of collecting deposits in cryptocurrencies is
the independence from 3rd party companies, which means that
nobody can’t block your money once it is received on your broker
wallet.

Also, if you would like to accept deposits in crypto but you're afraid
of the risk associated with its volatility, look for a Forex Technology
Provider who will agree to take over the risk for an additional small
fee1.

1

If you need more information on crypto payment solutions, contact us:

contact@match-trade.com and our expert will answer all the questions.
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WHAT DOES THE PAYMENT PROCESS
LOOK LIKE?
For the customers to be able to quickly and easily transfer
funds to their broker's account, they need to use one of the
solutions available on the market that offer the option of buying
cryptocurrencies using credit card or wire transfer. There are
many services which offer such option, for example Match-Trader
platform is integrated with the most suitable ones who provide
adequate API.

NOTE
Fee charged by crypto
exchangers is about twice less
than the fee which an offshore
broker would pay if he wanted
to have credit cards payments
directly.

The whole process is carried out in such a way that the customer
will not feel the difference between a regular credit card/wire
transfer:
1.

The customer buys a $ 1,000 worth of BTC through the crypto
exchanger website

2.

Payment provider sends the purchased BTC to the broker's
e-wallet address, which is done automatically after credit
payment is received
BTC is received on broker’s crypto wallet integrated with CRM
and exchanged back to US Dollars,
Finally $1,000 USD is deposited on the client's trading account
via Broker’s CRM system.

3.
4.

The whole process is fully automated and the client doesn’t need
to be acquainted with cryptocurrencies or blockchain technology.

NOTE
The best way to provide all of
your clients (regardless of the
region) with convenient payment
methods is to use the payment
aggregator system.

Of course, a transaction fee of 4-5% is charged from each
transaction, but it is normal for high-risk businesses as Forex
or Crypto. From our experience we see that the fee charged by

crypto exchangers is about twice less than the fee which an
offshore broker would pay if he wanted to have credit cards
payments directly. Additionally in this solution broker has all the
funds available instantly (no rolling reserves), he doesn’t have to
worry about chargebacks and he doesn’t need to fulfil strict KYC
and compliance obligations which are demanded by all acquirer
banks. In fact broker is totally independent from the exchanger,
so he doesn’t need to have any agreement with it to provide this
payment option.
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REQUIREMENTS
OK, so how do you ensure that your payment options meet the
requirements of every potential trader?

NOTE
Modern business must offer its
customers convenient solutions
so that they do not encounter
any obstacles that could result
in a loss of money, at any stage.

Payment Solutions Providers aggregator
The best way to provide all of your clients (regardless of the
region) with convenient payment methods is to use the payment
aggregator system. It allows accessing different PSPs with a single
integration and the more PSPs the better your chances are for a
successful payment.

PRAXIS Cashier is one of the most popular aggregators in the
industry. It supports over 1000 various payment methods, including
tier-1 acquiring banks, e-wallets, APM’s, and crypto providers.
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But you need something more to succeed!
Traders don't care about technical stuff. All that count is the
time! They want to transfer money and have their funds instantly
deposited on their trading accounts.
This is extremely important especially for active traders with open
positions, and must quickly top up their account with additional
funds to protect themselves against automatic closing of positions
and loss of funds.

How to ensure instant deposit to a trading account?
Forex CRM / Client Office / Trader Room - a tool like this will solve
all of your problems. A separate application or embedded module
in your trading platform that allows you to automate the deposit
process so that the funds immediately reach your trader's account.
Look for Client Office already integrated with different payment
providers/payment aggregators as well as solutions with a built-in
crypto payment gateway. Modern CO allows you to automatically
generate the sub-account address and when a client transfers
money, the funds automatically go to his trading account.

Which solution is the most cost-effective?
Certainly, the cheapest solution is to manually verify customer
deposits and place them on trading accounts. But who does that?
This contradicts the basic principles of the forex industry where
the greatest value is the speed of response.
Modern business must offer its customers convenient solutions
so that they do not encounter any obstacles that could result in
a loss of money, at any stage. Having a good CRM system (Client
Office) that will allow you to safely automate most of the processes
related to payments and onboarding of new clients is a key tool
that will allow the broker to develop business. Fewer tasks to be
performed in the administrative panel means more time to acquire
new customers and increase the number of deposits.

This guide was prepared by Match-Trade Technologies Marketing Department in cooperation with
Sales Representatives. For more informations and guides visit match-trade.com or message us at
contact@match-trade.com.
Copyright © 2020, Match-Trade Technlologies LLC. All rights reserved.

NOTE
Certainly, the cheapest solution
is to manually verify customer
deposits and place them on
trading accounts. But who does
that? This contradicts the basic
principles of the forex industry
where the greatest value is the
speed of response.
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